Estimation of (co)variance components by derivative-free REML requires repeated evaluation of the log-likelihood function of the data. Gaussian elimination of the augmented mixed model coefficient matrix is often used to evaluate the likelihood function, but it can be costly for animal models with large coefficient matrices. This study investigated the use of a direct sparse matrix solver to obtain the log-likelihood function. The sparse matrix package SPARSPAK was used to reorder the mixed model equations once and then repeatedly to solve the equations by Cholesky factorization to generate the tenns required to calculate the likelihood. The animal model used for comparison contained 19 fixed levels, 470 maternal permanent environmental effects, and 1586 direct and 1586 maternal genetic effects, resulting in a coefficient matrix of order 3661 with .3% nonzero elements after including numerator relationships. Compared with estimation via Gaussian elimination of the unordered system, utilization of SPARSPAK required 605 and 240 times less central processing unit time on mainframes and personal computers, respectively. The SPARSPAK package also required less memory and provided solutions for all effects in the model. 
INTRODUCTION
Estimation of (co)variance components by REh4L procedures is generally considered the best method for unbalanced animal breeding data. To obtain REML estimates, estimates of the parameters that maximize the logarithm of the likelihood function (A) of the data for an assumed distribution must be located. Several different REML algorithms have been used with animal breeding data (8), but most methods are iterative and require the repeated formation and manipulation of the mixed model equations (MME). The expectationmaximization (EM) algorithm, which utilizes first derivative information to obtain estimates that maximize A, requires inversion of the mixed model coefficient matrix. This method has been widely used with sire models but less so with animal models (AM) in which the order of the MME often exceeds the number of records. An alternative to EM estimation in AM is the derivative-free (DF) algorithm (3, 14) in which A is evaluated explicitly, and its maximum with respect to the (co)variance components is located without matrix inversion. Although the DF algorithm requires less central processing unit (CPU) time per round than EM-type algorithms, the DF algorithm often requires many more rounds of iteration to obtain converged estimates (9) .
ative REML algorithm can be improved by reducing either the computations within each round of iteration or the number of rounds required to reach convergence. Simianer (13) described several strategies for use with EM and DF algorithms to reduce the number of rounds required to obtain convergence in AM with genetic values as the only random factor. For AM with additional random effects, Mis 
where y is an N x 1 vector of records, b is an Nf x 1 vector of fixed effects, u is an Nu x 1 vector of animal and other random effects, e is an N x 1 random vector of residual effects, and X and Z are incidence matrices that associate elements of b and u with records in y. When R = 14, the corresponding f~ll rank MME after multiplying both sides by $ are is trivial for a wide range of univariate models applicable to animal breeding data (7). Therefore, the most computationally demanding steps in evaluation of log A required for DFtype REML algorithms are calculation of y'Py and ICY
Journal of Dairy Science Vol. 74, No. 12, 1991 Calculation of IoglC'I and y T y Gaussian Elimination. Gaussian elimination (GE) is a method commonly used to obtain a direct solution to a large system of equations. The procedure uses elementary row operations to transform the system of equations to an upper (and lower) triangular system that can be quickly solved by backward (and forward) substitution. Graser et al. (3) showed that loglC'I and y T y can be obtained from the full rank mixed model coefficient matrix in [2] augmented by the vector of right-hand sides and the total sum of squares:
They used GE to absorb C' into y'y one row and column at a time. This process results in a term that is equivalent to y'y -(r'CLlr) = y'Py. Additionally, loglC'I can be calculated as the sum of the log of diagonal elements arising during absorption by GE. Both f l y and loglC'I are obtained during reduction of the augmented matrix [4] to lower triangular form, and, therefore, forward substitution to obtain solutions is not required.
Because C" is typically sparse for AM, Meyer (5, 6, 7) found that a linked-list structure to store only the nonzero elements (NZE) of M allowed GE to be carried out more efficiently than with storage of all elements. The cost of sparse GE is largely determined by the number of "fii-ins", i.e., the additiod nonzero off-diagonal elements arising during GE. As pointed out by Meyer (7), the order of equations in the coefficient matrix is crucial for minimizing fill-ins, but general reordering of algorithms can be computationally expensive. One simple strategy to minimize fii-ins is to absorb rows with the fewest offdiagonals first, e.g., Graser et al. (3) recommended absorbing equations corresponding to the youngest animals fist. Meyer (7) suggested that critical inspection of the data structure often indicates appropriate ordering to decrease fillins. This technique, however, is not readily applicable to the design of a general set of programs.
Cholesky Factorization. An alternative to GE is the use of a Cholesky factorization (CF)
to obtain y'Py and loglC'I required to evaluate A. If the mixed model coefficient matrix in [2] is symmetric and positive definite, it can be decomposed by CF into the form
where L is a lower triangular matrix. The solution vector s to the MME in [2] 
Sparse Matrix Solvers
Use of CF reduces computational requirements to obtain a solution to a system of equations because triangular systems can be solved much more quickly than square systems. "he number of NZE in L is highly dependent on the ordering of the system. Sparse matrix solvers that utilize CF or other factorizations can produce dramatic computational savings by reordering the original sparse system so that sparsity is preserved during factorization. Most sparse matrix solvers operate in four distinct phases (2): 1) matrix ordering, 2) data structure setup, 3) CF or other factorization, and 4) triangular solution. A number of Merent ordering algorithms exist for symmetric matrices (1); the choice of an appropriate method is dependent on several factors, including the size of the problem and the number of times the system will be solved (2).
Data and Model
Data for comparison of GE and CF with reordering were from the Germ Plasm Utilization Project at the USDA Meat Animal Re- SPARSPAK to obtain 1oglC"I and y'Py when solving the MME via CF. Reordering was by a symmetric implementation of the minimum degree algorithm (l), which usually requires more time to reorder but less factorization time than other reordering algorithms available in SPARSPAK. This algorithm is especially wellsuited for repeatedly solving many systems with the same sparsity structure but different numerical values (Z), e.g., MhdE with the same coefficient matrix but different (co)variance priors in each round of iteration. In these applications, the system needs to be reordered only once for all iterates and right-hand sides.
The presence of two fined effects in the model resulted in a dependency in the X matrix and MME that were not full rank. Meyer (5, 6, 7) chose to set the first equation of each fixed effect after the first to zero in order to obtain X' from X. In this situation, the N, -Ni rows with zero diagonals are skipped during the absorption via GE (7) to obtain y' Py and loglC'I. When using SPARSPAK, however, the system to be solved must be full rank. Therefore, in the modification of DFREML to incorporate SPARSPAK, the equation of the MME corresponding to the first level of each fixed effect after the first was deleted; e.g., for the data set used, the row and column for the fixed effect dam age 2 for male calves was deleted The (c0)variance components were estimated using the original and SPARSPAK- with a Weitek 1167 coprocessor (Weitek Corp., Sunnyvale, CA) using a Microway NDP 386 FORTRAN compiler (Microway, hc., Kingston, MA). For each run. convergence was assumed when the variance of -2 log A was less than 10-9 (6, 7).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Estimates of (co)variance components were obtained with the original and SPARSPAKmodified versions of DFREML on the three computers for a total of six analyses. In all analyses, identical estimates were obtained at convergence, which required 157 likelihood evaluations. The CPU time required to obtain estimates with the two versions of the program is dependent on several factors, including the type of computer used, the model of analysis, and particular structure of the data set analyzed. Computational requirements of the two versions of DFREML run on the three computers for the example data are shown in Table 1 .
For the data and model used, the reduction in CPU time for the DFREML version with SPARSPAK was two orders of magnitude for the three computers, but the relative improvement was greater for the mainframe computers, possibly because of better optimization of the SPARSPAK code by the VS FORTRAN compiler. The SPARSPAK code was compiled with the vector option on the 3090, but not on the 4381, which may explain the greater improvement for the 3090 with the SPARSPAK version.
The CPU times for reordering and solution with SPARSPAK and solution by GE are presented in Table 2 . For the SPARSPAK version, reordering was about 50 times more expensive than obtaining a solution on the mainframe computers and 20 times more expensive than obtaining a solution on personal computers. Reordering, however, is performed only once for each analysis and requires less CPU time than evaluating y'Py and IoglC'I once with the original version of DFREML. In contrast to the DF algorithm in which only one solution is obtained after each CF, an EM-type algorithm requires the inverse of the coefficient matrix, which can be obtained with sparse matrix software by repeatedly solving for different columns of the identity matrix after each CF. Misztal (9) used a sparse matrix package in an EM-type algorithm and reported that in each round of iteration more time was spent in the solving steps than in the factorization. He found that modification of the solving step of the package to solve simultaneously for many columns of the inverse substantially reduced the time required to obtain the inverse on a computer with vector hardware. Therefore, in contrast to an EM-type algorithm, e acient application of SPARSPAK in a DF algorithm does not require a computer with vector capability.
In addition to a CPU time advantage, the SPARSPAK-modified version of DFREML also required less memory; SPARSPAK uses a single vector of 8-byte real variables for storage of NZE of the original matrix and for work space during reordering and solving steps. The full-rank, half-stored compressed coefficient matrix, which contained 20,727 NZE, required 75,020 elements and 586 kbytes of memory in the work space vector for reordering and solution of the system. In comparison, the linkedlist storage structure used in the original version of DmzEML required 16 bytes of memory for each NZE: an 8-byte real variable to store the element and two 4-byte integer variables, one to indicate the column number of the element and the second to indicate the position Memory and CPU time requirements for a particular AM are a function of the order of the matrix and the number of NZE, which are determined by the structure of the data and the relationship matrix.
CONCLUSIONS
Estimation of (c0)variance components by DF-type REML algorithms requires evaluation of y'Py and loglC'I in each round of iteration.
The use or^ a sparse matrix package greatly reduced the costs of obtaining these values by reordering the MME to reduce fill-ins during solution by CF. For an AM with several random effects with MME of order 3661 and .3% NZE, the CPU time required to obtain con- Sparse matrix solvers should also be applicable to the estimation of (co)variance components in larger or more complicated sparse AM, e.g., multiple-trait models with several random components and unequal incidence matrices.
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